What is the CO2Neutral™ program?
The CO2Neutral™ program is a practical, cost-saving solution for organizations to
exchange their End-of-First-Life™ (EOFL™) for financial value and carbon credits.

How does it differ from the competition?

Technology with purpose.

Marketplace Conditions
Every company with IT assets must
eventually retire those assets as they
become obsolete or are replaced by newer
technology. Proper disposition of
End-of-First-Life™ (EOFL™) assets is integral
to ensuring data security and protecting
the environment, and improper handling
can put a company’s reputation at risk. By
working with an Information Technology
Asset Disposition (ITAD) vendor,
businesses can have peace of mind that
their EOFL™ IT assets are being managed
safely, securely, and responsibly.

Target Customers, Markets
and Opportunities
Focus On
Businesses
With…

• 50+ assets
• Sustainability platforms
/ goals

Ideal
Industries

Oil & gas, financial,
insurance, law, accounting

Don’t Pursue

Government organizations
that may already have a
vendor of record, thus they
can’t entertain new offers

Customer Pain Points
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Profitable return on aged technology
Secure chain of custody with documentation
Complete destruction of data
Compliance with legal requirements
Alignment with corporate sustainability goals
Ease of asset disposition process
Environmentally sound recycling
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Unlike the competition, CO2Neutral™ offers carbon credits in exchange
for retired IT assets.
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Dollar value of return: Most competitors run on a consignment model
where they make money regardless of the resale price, meaning they have
no incentive to get the best value. Through the CO2Neutral™ program, the
assets are sold directly to end-users, getting clients a greater dollar value
for their assets.
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Competitors are typically only interested in laptops/desktops, but
CO2Neutral™ can find value for almost all types of technology (printers,
servers, storage, networking, smartphones, etc.).
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Unlike the competition, CO2Neutral™ is an end-to-end solution. Most
competitors only offer asset disposition, and clients then have to find
another vendor for procurement of new IT.

EOFL™ Technologies

Money

Carbon Credits

Benefits

Features
• Get money and carbon credits in exchange for
End-of-First-Life™ technology.

• Maximize ROI on aged IT assets, AND support
sustainability goals.

• Data security and legal compliance.

• Protect your data and avoid liabilities.

• Offset carbon footprint.

• Differentiate your brand from the competition,
increase employee engagement, and improve
corporate sustainability.

• End-to-end process.

• Simplify ITAD process and avoid wasted
resources.

• Optional: Use earned cash and / or carbon
credits to purchase new, verified CO2Neutral™
technology through the program.

• Simplify IT procurement, which will be branded
CO2Neutral™ to further brand differentiation.

IMPROVE
your bottom line

MEET your corporate
sustainability goals

BOOST
your brand image

Objection Management
“We already have an
ITAD provider we trust.”
Unlike other ITAD providers,
CO2Neutral™ offers money and
carbon credits in exchange for
End-of-First-Life™ (EOFL™) assets,
meaning not just a better value for the
company, but also market
differentiation, an enhanced brand
image, increased employee
engagement, and a more sustainable
business.

“How do I know my data
will be secure?”
Data security is a foundational element
of CO2Neutral™, built into every step
of the process.
Transportation: Dock-to-dock asset pick-up
and delivery.
Storage: Stored in ISO-certified processing
facility (9001:2015) under 24/7 video
surveillance and guard monitoring.
Data Wipe: Data-bearing devices undergo
NIST 800-88 compliant wipe.

“How do I know the
carbon credits are real?”
The CO2Neutral™ program generates
carbon credits by eliminating the
carbon emissions associated with the
production of new IT equipment, as a
refurbished product directly replaces
the need for a new one. This process is
documented in ISO 14064-2 & 14064-3
standards. Carbon credits generated by
the CO2Neutral™ program are registered
on the Canadian Standards Association
(CSA) website.

De-Brand: Assets fully de-branded of
corporate identifiers.
Destruction: Assets destined for recycling are
destroyed.

EOFL™ Technologies

Certificates: Wipe and destruction
certificates per serial number are provided.

Carbon Credits

Questions to Ask Your Clients

?

• How do you currently manage your aged IT equipment?
• What assets are currently part of your asset disposition process?
• What security procedures do you follow in your ITAD process?
• What is the value you typically receive on aged IT assets?
• How are your aged assets transported from the workplace to disposition?
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• How many vendors make up your overall ITAD process? (from removal to procurement)
• Does your current ITAD process contribute to your overall corporate sustainability goals?
• What does your current recycler do with your equipment?

Partners:

